We consider synchronous dynamic networks which like radio networks may have asymmetric communication links, and are affected by communication rather than processor failures. In this paper we investigate the minimal message survivability in a per round basis that allows for the minimal global cooperation, i.e., allows to solve any task that is wait-free read-write solvable. The paper completely characterizes this survivability requirement. Message survivability is formalized by considering adversaries that have a limited power to remove messages in a round. Removal of a message on a link in one direction does not necessarily imply the removal of the message on that link in the other direction. Surprisingly there exist a single strongest adversary which solves any wait-free read/write task. Any different adversary that solves any wait-free read/write task is weaker, and any stronger adversary will not solve any wait-free read/write task. ABD [6] who considered processor failure, arrived at an adversary that is n/2 resilient, consequently can solve tasks, such as n/2-set-consensus, which are not read/write wait-free solvable. With message adversaries, we arrive at an adversary which has exactly the read-write wait-free power. Furthermore, this adversary allows for a considerably simpler (simplest that we know of) proof that the protocol complex of any read/write wait-free task is a subdivided simplex, finally making this proof accessible for students with no algebraic-topology prerequisites, and alternatively dispensing with the assumption that the Immediate Snapshot complex is a subdivided simplex.
Introduction
In [6] Attiya Bar-Noy and Dolev showed that message passing can simulate shared memory, by implementing read and write operations when a majority of the nodes do not fail. But this message passing model, in which majority of processors are alive, is stronger than wait-free read write, as it can solve n/2-set-consensus in it. Here we address and resolve the following question: is there a message passing model that is exactly equivalent to wait-free read write solvability? That is, a network model that can solve any task solvable wait-free in read write shared memory, and nothing more.
It was assumed that message-passing is not interesting when majority of processors can failstop, since then network partition may lead to inconsistency. This lead to investigating processor failure as source of non-determinism. In various models of iterated shared-memory [10] , like old soldiers, processors do not fail, they just fade away by being consistently late from some point on. Iterated models have been found to be useful since they can be thought of as sequence of tasks, but since to date they were proposed in the context of shared-memory the logic synchrony embedded in them was not apparent.
Thus the impetus behind this work is to expose upfront the "logical synchrony" of the iterated shared-memory model by real synchronous message passing models in which not receiving a message by the end of a round means that a message is not forthcoming, and, on the other hand, show that all models of shared-memory can be investigated within this synchronous message-passing framework.
We provide here such a synchronous model that captures exactly what is wait-free computable in an atomic read and write memory. In our models as well as in the iterated models processors do not fail, only some may be invisible to the rest from some point on, which makes them "faulty" with respect to the rest.
We consider a synchronous round based dynamic complete network in which processors do not fail but individual messages do. Like in a radio network, messages may be asymmetrically dropped. We consider the power of such networks to compute when in each synchronous round all processors send messages to all their neighbors, and an adversary can purge some of the messages. Removing a message on a link by the adversary in one direction does not imply the removal of the message in the other direction. The adversary is a predicate: What combinations of messages may be dropped in a round. The predicate does not spread across rounds. The adversary "power" in each round is the same and is independent of what it did in the previous round. An adversary adv w is weaker than adversary adv s if the predicate adv w ⊂ adv s , i.e. every message failure combination in adv w is a message failure combination allowed to adv s , but not vice versa.
We show an adversary called T P (Traversal Path) such that the resulting model is equivalent to read write wait-free (RWWF). Moreover, adversary T P is the most powerful among all adversaries that can solve any RWWF solvable task.
Following the presentation of the T P adversary we exhibit how the derivation of the necessary part of the celebrated Herlihy-Shavit conditions [18] , for wait-free solvability, namely, that for a task to be RWWF solvable it has to color a subdivided simplex, is "for-free." Originally, this result called upon heavy machinary in Algebraic-Topology. Subsequently, it was simplified in [10] with the use of iterated Immediate-Snapshots, which still requires the assumption that the Immediate Snapshot complex is a subdivided simplex (not obvious in high dimensions). Here the proof is quite elementary.
This line of investigation also leads to a new classification, left to come, of network topologies. Given a network, and an adversary that allows for solving RWWF solvable task, what is the power of this adversary to solve tasks which are not RWWF solvable. Compared to complete network, a lack of a link in a network can be viewed as a constraint on the adversary to always fail the two messages of a link, reducing its predicate and consequently making it potentially strictly more powerful to solve tasks. To arrive at an adversary that solves exactly RWWF we use here the topology of complete network. Yet if we take a network which is a single simple undirected path, an adversary that solves RWWF necessarily soles 2-set consensus. A processor can output one of the two end nodes of the line.
related work
The closest we can recall studies of computational power against synchronous message adversary is in the context of Byzantine agreement in the presence of an adversary that corrupts messages rather than processors [12] . Similarly, many papers touch on the communication requirements to achieve consensus. Indeed, when a communication link is either up in both direction or down in both directions, we either have connectivity and consequently consensus, or we have disconnected components with no coordination among them.
It is easy to see that read write shared memory implements the message passing model, each processor sends a message to its neighbor by writing the message into a dedicated single writer single reader register. In the other direction Attiya Bar-Noy and Dolev [6] show how to implement a single writer multi-reader register in an asynchronous network in which a majority of the processors do not fail, essentially by giving a sequence number to each value written and ensuring that each value written or read is documented in at least a majority of the processors (like a quorum system). However, this network model in which a majority of the processors do not fail is computationally stronger than read write wait free, it can solve n/2-set consensus. After hearing from n/2 processors a processor outputs the minimum value it has heard about.
In [19] Kuhn, Lynch, and Osman study dynamic networks that are also governed by an adversary. In their case the adversary can erase edges (communication in both directions or none) and they restrict the adversary to various types of eventually connected network [3, 4] , called T-interval connectivity. While such a network can solve the consensus problem they investigated the complexity of key distributed computing problems such as determining the network size, and computing any function on the ids of the processors (e.g., leader election = consensus).
That the protocol complex of models that solve exactly RWWF task contains a subdivided simplex was first established by Herlihy and Shavit [18] . In [10] this result was shown using the iterated model notion and immediate snapshot tasks. It assumed without proof that the immediate snapshot task is a subdivided simplex.
Paper organization: The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the model of synchronous dynamic network with message adversary in more detail. We then as a worm-up show "procedurally" how our TP adversary implements Read-Write. In a subsequent section we rely on previous work that shows that iterated snapshots (IS) model [10, 15] solves exactly any task that is RWWF solvable. Then in a declarative manner of tasks implementing tasks, we show TP in complete networks is equivalent to IS. Subsequently, in Section 5, we introduce an artificial model which can be easily seen to be equivalent to TP. We then show in elementary inductive way how the artificial model gives rise to a protocol complex [18] which is precisely a subdivided simplex. In Section 5 we detail the construction for n = 3 and in the appendix the construction is detailed for an arbitrary n. Finally we close with conclusions.
Model
This paper deals with the relations between two basic models in distributed computing, the read write shared memory, and the synchronous message passing with message delivery failures. In either model there are n processors, p 1 , . . . p n . In the shared memory we consider the standard read write shared memory model [16] in which all communication between processors is via writing to and reading from shared single-write multi-reader atomic registers.
The network model we assume is synchronous complete network (unless stated otherwise) in which in each round each processor sends its entire history to all other nodes in the network. In each round an adversary may purge a subset of the messages sent. All other messages are received by their destination by the end of the round. Depict a message successfully delivered from p i to p j in a round as a directed edge from p i to p j . The collection of directed edges in one round is called the round communication graph (RCG). The adversary is specified by a property that must be satisfied by any directed graph RCG it can create. In the strongly connected (SC) adversary, in each round the RCG must be a strongly connected graph spanning all the nodes. In a Traversal Path (TP) adversary, the RCG in each round must contain a directed (not necessarily simple) path starting at one node and passing through all the nodes. A dynamic network ruled by an adversary Γ is called Γ-dynamic network.
We extensively us an adversary we call TP-complete. This adversary is defined only with respect to underlying complete network. Its predicate is that RCG contains a tournament. In other words, of the two messages on a link sent in a round TP-complete can purge at most one. For complete networks TP-complete and and TP-dynamic are shown equivalent. TP-complete captures one property of shared-memory, namely, two processors cannot miss each other. The model of SWMR collect has more properties than TP-complete (these properties can be called "fat immediate snapshots").
We consider only "anonymous" adversaries. Whether a graph is a valid RCG for the given adversary is invariant to renumbering of nodes.
A task [18] is a distributed computational problem involving n processors. Each participating process starts with a private input value, exchanges information with other participating processes and eventually outputs a value. The task is specified by a relation ∆ that associates with every input vector (one element per participating processor) a set of output vectors that are allowed given this input. See [18] for a more formal definition of a task.
We now describe the meaning of computation in synchronous dynamic network. An input is an abstract "item." Computation evolves in synchronous rounds. In the first round each processor sends a message consisting of a pair (myid, myitem) to all neighbors. Some messages get through some are deleted by the adversary. The messages that make it through have to comply with the predicate Γ that defines the RCGs that the adversary must maintain. In every subsequent round inductively a nodes sends a message with all its history to all its neighbors. A protocol to solve a task T with an adversary Γ is associated with a number k, and after k rounds each processor takes its history and maps it to an output of T . The protocol solves T if under the condition that in every round the communication graph RCG agrees with Γ then the outputs of all processors are valid combination through δ with respect to the initial items which are the inputs.
Interchangeably, we will view a round as a task: The abstract "item" is the processor id, and the output of a node/processor is a set of ids. The task is then defined through a predicate on the combination of returned sets. Obviously, any variant of a model of "iterated shared memory" can be captured by such task, and consequently as an adversary in our network. Notice that the view of task as being "invoked" by a processor or not is mute when we compute in synchronous networks. Processors do not "crash," they always are together in a round. It is just that some may not be seen in a round. Thus, say, t-resiliency is an adversary whose RCG has a SCC of size at least n − t, and this SCC is a source SCC in the SC graph of the RCG.
TP-dynamic network implements wait-free read write
In this section as a warm-up we show a direct implementation of asynchronous read-write wait-free by a TP-complete dynamic network. To solve a task RWWF it is enough that the emulation is non-blocking. As some processor takes enough steps it eventually gets an output. From there on, processors can "ignore" it, and some other processors will progress, continuing inductively until all processors terminate.
In the next section we show that TP-dynamic network is equivalent to TP-complete dynamic network, each can implement the other. Thus here we implement the RWWF in a TC-complete dynamic network. Thus TP-dynamic network is potentially stronger than the RWWF model. In the next section (Section 4) we also show that TP-dynamic is equivalent to iterated snapshot model which is equivalent to RWWF solvability [15] . Thus deriving both directions. We nevertheless go through the direct implementation as a warm-up and making the paper self contained.
To simulate the execution of a RWWF run of task T in a TP-complete dynamic network we will simulate the simplest read write model, a run in which all writes and reads are to single writer single reader registers. As we know such a run implements any RWWF execution. Each processor p i starts with its input in T and registers its first write, < p i , w i 1 , 1 >. Its write, w i 1 is size n vector with the values it writes to each of the single writer single reader registers it writes to, with a ⊥ for registers in which it does not write at this point. To simplify notations and exposition we write just w i x representing this vector, i.e., each w below is a vector with the write values p i writes to each other SWSR register.
Each processor maintains a vector of triplets < p j , w j k , k > indicating that the most advanced write of p j it has heard is w j k , the kth write of p j . At the end of each round a processor updates its own vector with most advanced write values it finds for each other processor in all the vectors it received. In the messages sent, each processor sends the vectors it received (directly or indirectly) for other processors, and its own vector after it has been updated. For each other processor, p k it sends the most advanced vector it has received for p k (there is a simple total order on the vectors sent by each processor in the course of execution). Thus each processor keeps a copy of the most updated vector it knows for each other processor. Therefore, a processor can tell which writes, to the best of its knowledge, each other processor has already received.
As we prove below after a finite number of rounds there must exists at least one node s 1 , such that its write value, < s 1 , w s 1 1 , 1 > has reached all other nodes in the network, and node s 1 knows that its first write value has reached all others.
At this point, when a node knows that its write value has reached all other nodes it has finished its first write operation and performs a read operation. For each p j the value it reads is w j k where k is the highest index l among all the triplets < p j , w j l , l > in its set. If no such pair exists it returns the value ⊥. The read by s 1 is linearized at that point (nobody could have written at that point a higher index write since to terminate a write the writer must "know" everybody has its last write in their set and s 1 does not have it prior to this point). We linearize a write operation at the time its value was first read by some processor. Since we write to SWSR registers this linearization is legal.
Continuing inductively, following a round in which p i finished its kth write operation since at that round it also read, it calculates it w k+1 write values (one for each SWSR register) and inserts the pair < p i , w i k+1 , k+1 > into its vector. Thus inductively, for any finite r, after a finite number of iterations there must be at least one node s ′ 1 such that s ′ 1 has completed r write and read operations. Since task T is a wait-free task, there is a finite r such that after r iterations s ′ 1 outputs. From now on it cannot "calculate" its next write because it has finished its execution in task T
each round to all its neighbors the union of all the messages it has received in the previous round. Therefore, once such a subset S 1 of nodes has completed their computation in T , there must exists at least one node s 2 ∈ V \ S 1 such that its value reaches all the nodes in V \ S 1 , and s 2 knows that. Thus inductively a subset S 2 completes r iterations and finishes its computation of T and outputs. This process continues until all the nodes complete the computation of T and output.
To prove the above we need to show that after ℓ rounds for some finite ℓ, there is a node p i in a dynamic network with adversary TP-complete such that p i 's write value has reached all other nodes and node p i knows that, we call node p i the king node. Each node uses the following condition to decide that it is a king node: Theorem 1 Node p i is king in round t if in round t p i does not hear directly from any other processor that does report to have heard p i 's write value. I.e., from each other node p j in round t either p i does not get a message from p j or p i gets a message from p j in which p j 's vector contains the last write of p i .
Proof: By [21] there is a king-L (kink-L is a node that all other nodes are reachable from it in a length at most 2 directed path) in a static tournament directed graph. Therefore eventually after enough rounds of the dynamic TP-complete network there is a node that is a king as defined in the theorem. Thus eventually such a node exists. Clearly the condition of the theorem tells the node it is a king because the nodes it did not hear from int certainly have heard from it in t. The other nodes directly report to the king to have received its write value. ✷ TP is the strongest adversary in which RWWF can still be simulated. There are many different ways by which the TP adversary can be made stronger. For example, allow it to remove one more message, or in any RCG there is a simple undirected path spanning all the nodes but not a directed path. However notice that in any way by which TP can be made stronger there is at least a pair of nodes, p i p j such that neither can guarantee to communicate with the other. Thus there is no way to simulate either that p i wrote and p j read what p i wrote or vice versa. Therefore, any read-write wait-free task in which either p i returns p j or vice versa cannot be implemented, e.g., snapshot.
TP-dynamic network equivalent to wait-free single-writer-multireader shared memory
In [10] and [15] it has been shown that the iterated snapshot model, called IIS, solves only RWWF tasks. Thus IIS is equivalent to SWMR RWWF model. In the snapshot task [1] each processor p i submits a unique "item" and returns a set S i of submitted items which includes its own, and the returned sets are related by containment. In an iterated model of task T in which items are submitted and set of submitted items are returned, called IT, there is a sequence of independent copies of the task, T 1 , . . . , T j , . . . and each process goes through the sequence in order. It starts by submitting its input to T 1 and then inductively submitting to T j with its output from T j−1 . Different iterated models have been considered, where T = IS, the iterated snapshot AS model T = AS, as well as iteration of the collect task [2, 5] .
Here we show that TP-dynamic network is equivalent to the iterated snapshot (IAS) model which together with the result of [15] proves that TP-dynamic is equivalent to RWWF.
The snapshot task implements a round of TP-Dynamic network: The items submitted to the snapshot are the messages in a round. If p i in the snapshot task returns the item of p j (or p j for short) we consider it that the message from p j to p i was successful. Since snapshot is an instance of shared memory collect processor do not miss each other, and RCG contains a tournament. Thus, the snapshot task implements one round of TP-complete. Since each tournament contains a directed path spanning all the nodes [7] , we get that a tournament is an instance of TP-dynamic. Thus, all tasks solvable by TP-dynamic are solvable in IAS.
TP-Dynamic network implements a snapshot:
To show that TP-dynamic implements snapshot we let the model TP-complete mediate between them.
We first show that TP-dynamic implements TP-complete in 2n − 1 rounds. In each round a processor p i sends to all its neighbors the set H i of inductively all the ids it has heard so far, starting by setting S i = {p i } in the beginning of first round, and sending S i . At the end of each subsequent round it just sets S i to the union of his set with all the sets it received in the round.
Claim 1 After 2n − 1 rounds for every p i and p j , either p i ∈ S j , or p j ∈ S i , or both.
Proof: Let H i at the end of a round be the set of nodes p k such that p i ∈ S k . If neither p i ∈ H j nor p j ∈ H i , then, using Sperner Lemma for dimension 1, in the next round of TP-dynamic a message is successful from either a node in H i to a node not in H i or from a node in H j to a node not in H j , or both. Thus in each round the size of at least one of the sets H i and H j increases by one. ✷ To show that TP-complete implements snapshot we go through n rounds of TP-complete. As before, in each round a processor p i sends to all other nodes all the ids, S i , it has obtained by now. Let S j [k] be the the set S j at the end of round k. Then, if at the end of round ℓ,
Claim 2 The sets S i , i = 1, . . . n thus returned in the above algorithm are snapshots. I.e., ∀i, p i ∈ S i and ∀(i and j), S i ⊆ S j or S j ⊆ S i .
Proof: By induction. Assume that by the end of round k − 1 at most k − 1 processors returned and they returned snapshots, and all the processors which did not return have sets containing the largest (snapshot) set returned so far and all the sets are at least of size k at the beginning of round k.
Observe that the inductive assumption holds at the end of round k = 1. First we show that at round k > 1 only a single set can be returned. Since each of the pair p i , p j has a set of size k or more (i.e.,
, and one of them at least hears from the other, then if processor p i returns then it saw only sets identical to his own (S i [k − 1]), so either p j does not return if it has a different set, or it returns since it has the same set. If p i returns, then it received messages only from processors with a set identical to his (S i [k−1]), thus |S i [k − 1]| = k) that p i returns was sent to all processors who do not have an identical set, consequently they either heard already of k + 1 items or they heard about k items and S i adds at least one more since it is different. Thus the hypothesis that the set that continue to round k + 1 contain S i if S i was returned is maintained. establishing containment.
Since processors heard about themselves and the maximum size returned by now is k then the number of processors returning is at most k. ✷ Thus we have established that TP-dynamic is equivalent to RWWF.
TP-dynamic network colors a subdivided simplex
To show that the outputs of a multi round execution of TP-dynamic network colors a subdivided simplex we show that another "adversary" (now we spread the predicate over rounds) called TPpairs implements TP-dynamic, and show that the outputs of TP-pairs color a subdivided complex. We show the equivalence of TP-dynamic to TP-pairs, by showing that TP-pairs is equivalent to TP-complete. That the latter is equivalent to TP-dynamic has been shown in 4.
Recall the definition of TP-complete: In the TP-complete adversary in each round on each edge at least one message is delivered in one direction or both directions. In the TP-pairs adversary we spread TP-complete over n(n − 1)/2 rounds where in each such round a message is sent in both directions of one unique edge and at most one of these two messages may be purged.
Clearly, TP-complete implements TP-pairs by going n(n − 1)/2 rounds and at each round ignoring anything which is not associated with the particular edge of the round. To see that TPpairs implement TP-complete, we go for n(n−1)/2 rounds where in each round in which a processor send it sends what it sent the first time it was scheduled. At the end of the round a processor just collects all the messages it received.
The TP-pairs Protocol-Complex at an End of a Round
Here we show that the protocol-complex of TP-pairs is a subdivided complex. Keeping the exposition simple, we avoid unnecessary formalism and notation by restricting this section to n = 3. The n = 3 case generalizes to higher n's in a straightforward way. For completeness we repeat the construction given here, but for arbitrary n in Appendix A.
Consider all the possible local states of the 3 processors p 0 , p 1 , p 2 after round r and make a graph G r out of it. The nodes of G r are the pairs of processor-id and its possible local state at the end of round r. Two nodes are connected by an edge between them if there exists an execution E, that is an instantiation of the TP-pairs adversary in rounds 1 to r, such that the corresponding processors are in the corresponding states. Assume inductively that G r is a 3-colored triangulated triangle.
The process starts with a triangle of the 3 processors in their initial state. Let round r + 1 be a round in which messages are sent (only) on the edges of type (p i , p j ). How does the different behaviors of the adversary in round r + 1 change the graph? In place of each (p i , p j ) edge we get now a path of 3 edges (
The first node in the new path is a p i node with a state in which p i appends to its local state that it did not receive a message from p j in round r + 1. Analogously, the node p j at the other end of the path. The nodes in the middle, p ′ j and p ′ i , are nodes in which the corresponding processor appends to its state the content of the message it received in round r + 1. The nodes corresponding to the third processor p k has only one new incarnation G r to G r+1 as p k records that did not receive any message in the round. Obviously a node of type p k that was connected to a (p i , p j ) edge at the end of round r is now connected to the four nodes of the path that replaces the (p i , p j ) edge in G r . See Figure 1(a) . For example, consider this process of graph evolution by drawing G r+1 in the plane ( Figure  1(a) ). Initially the graph is the triangle of the initial states. Assume the first round of the TP-pairs schedule is sending messages on edge (1, 2) . To construct the graph corresponding to this round take the (p 1 , p2) edge and replace it by a path by planting two middle nodes on the edge, denoting the new local states by the original (p 1 , p 2 ) to get an alternating path of p 1 , p 2 , p 1 , p 2 . We now connect the middle nodes with node p 0 , and we got G 1 .
Inductively, we embed the initial triangle in the plane, it is 3-colored by the 3 ids. In any inductive step we embed node on an edge and connect them to the third node in the triangles the edge is in. Obviously we have an embedding and the corresponding triangilated triangle is 3-colored, and the original edges of the triangle we started with are now a face which is 2-colored by the colors p i , p j defining the original egde.
Conclusions
We have taken a step beyond iterated models to consider pure synchronous message passing models with message adversary. Just this simple realization is interesting as it shades a big light on the inherent logical synchrony of the iterated models. We have then done the first step in showing the benefit of the new paradigm, by showing there is an adversary that in a complete network is exactly RWWF. We have restricted our notion of models to tasks invoked by a processor with its id (our abstract "item" in the body of the paper) as an input and returning a subset of the ids of processors that invoked the task. It is known that all "reasonable" set of runs of shared memory can be captured by such tasks. Obviously any such task that follows from shared memory (e.g., write your id, scan until at least observed n − t ids, return the scan = t-resiliency) can be captured by an adversary. But is the reverse true? Is every adversary possess exactly the computational power of some "procedural" shared-memory task? We suspect the answer is yes. Finally, we have introduced a new question (which is obviously decidable) is to came up with an algorithm that given an adversary will output its computational power.
In a complete network it is known that Immediate Snapshots is the weakest adversary that is just RWWF, and TP-dynamic was proved the strongest. Thus the adversaries of RWWF are sandwiched above and below. It is true for all adversaries, i.e. do all equivalent adversaries constitute a lattice?
Last but not least. Elsewhere, in a companion submission, we have realized that our understanding of the notion of solving a task in shared-memory read-write model, is not crystal clear. Solving tasks in models the processes do not "fail-stop" but are rather just late, puts theoretical distributed computing on much firmer grounds. We have added richness to this domain, by associating it with more "practical" models, then just artificial iterations over a bank of shared-meories. 
A The TP-pairs subdivided complex
For the sake of completeness we follow here the arguments given in Section 5 and show somewhat more formally that the TP-pairs model when executed for k = f (j) rounds implies a subdivision of the input complex. The argument here is for arbitrary n and is similar to that in Section 5. Each elementary simplex in the subdivision corresponds to a particular k rounds execution of TP-pairs, i.e., a particular instantiation of the adversary. The number of iterations, k = f (j) is taken as the number of rounds required by the TP-pairs in the worst case to emulate a complete wait-free execution of a task under consideration (see Section 3). W.l.o.g, instead of subdividing the input complex we create a subdivision T of an n-vertex simplex P, corresponding to an input less initial configuration simplex. Every vertex v in σ is associated with a processor's name χ(v). Distinct vertices at the same simplex of T are associated with distinct processors, so that χ is a proper coloring of the graph which is T 's one-dimensional skeleton. Clearly, initially χ is a proper vertex coloring of P. In addition, the construction of T is such that χ has the Sperner property i.e., if the vertex y ∈ V (T ) is on P's boundary and if σ is the lowest-dimensional face of P that contains y, then χ(y) = χ(x) for some vertex x of σ.
Lemma 2 Given the TP-pairs model on n processors, and k the number of rounds executed by the model, then there is a subdivision T of the n-vertex simplex P with proper coloring χ of V (T ), the vertices of T . Such that each simplex in the subdivision represents the final states of the n processors at the end of the execution. The coloring χ : V (T ) → {0, . . . , n − 1} satisfies Sperner's condition.
Proof: We go through a sequence of subdivision refinements, T i , i = 0, . . . , k, where, P = T 0 , T i+1 is a subdivision refinement of T i that corresponds to all possible behaviors in the i ′ th round of the TP-pairs adversary, and T k = T . Thus we go repeatedly over the sequence of rendezvouses in the order in which the TP-pairs scheduler goes, for k steps. In each step we consider the three possible behaviors of the adversary in the corresponding rendezvous. The resulting T is finite, with 3 k simplices.
T 0 = P is properly colored by χ : V (P) → {0, . . . , n − 1}, i.e., each vertex is associated with the processor id which is its color, and with its initial state. Every refinement step consists of several xysplit operations, that split each simplex of T i into three simplices in T i+1 . In an xy-split, where x, y is a pair of adjacent vertices of T we partition the edge xy into three segments x = z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 = y in this order. All old vertices maintain their χ values, while χ(z 1 ) := χ(y) and χ(z 2 ) := χ(x). Furthermore, every simplex σ of T with x, y ∈ V (σ), say σ = conv({x, y}∪S) (i.e., S ∪ {x, y} is the set of vertices of σ) is split accordingly to three simplices σ 0 ∪σ 1 ∪σ 2 where σ i = conv({z i , z i+1 }∪S). We note, following Section 2 that an xy-split corresponds to a rendezvous between processors χ(x) and χ(y). Vertex x corresponds to the state of processor χ(x) in T i concatenated with it sending the message in round i + 1 rendezvous but not receiving any message, vertex z 1 corresponds to processor χ(y) in T i concatenated with it sending its state (message) in round i + 1 rendezvous and receiving the message from processor χ(x), and so forth. To construct T i+1 from T i we apply the xy-split operation to all pairs of vertices, x, y in T i , such that (χ(x), χ(y)) is the unordered pair of processors associated with round i + 1 in the TP-pairs schedule. See Figure 1 for an example.
